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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 
Force _____ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
Metric 
Unit 
mctcr ___________________ _ 
sccond __________________ _ 
weight of one kilogram ____ _ 
Symbol 
m 
s 
kg 
English 
Unit 
foot (or milc) ________ _ 
second (or hour) ______ _ 
weight of one pound __ _ 
Symbol 
ft. (or mi.) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
PoweL_____ P kg/m/s ______________ _______________ hOrSCpOWCL __________ , hp 
Speed ________________ {km/hL___________________ k. p. h. mi./hr. ______________ m. p. h. 
'I m/s______________________ m. p. s. ft./sec. -------------- f. p. s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
1F, Weight, =mg 
9, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2=32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
m, Mass = 1V 
, 9 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 
8 2) at 13° 0 and 7GO mm=0.002378 (lb .-
ft. - 4 sec. 2). 
Specific weight of "standard" ail:, 1.2255 
kg/m3 =0.07651lb./ft.3 
m7c2, ~10ment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, le, by proper sub-
script). 
S, Area. 
Sw, Wing area, etc. 
G, Gap. 
b, Span. 
c, Chord length. 
b/c, Aspect ratio. 
j, Distance from C. G. to elevator hinge. 
f..I" Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
l", True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~p VZ 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient CL = q~ 
D, Drag, absoluLe coefficient OD= ~ 
C, Cro s-wind force, absolute coefficient 
o Ce=q;~ 
R, Resultant force. (Note that these coeffi-
cients are t\'v-1.CC as large as the old co-
efficients Le, Dc.) 
l ID , Angle of ctting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) . 
i'l Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
n 
p - , Reynolds :N' umber, where I is n: linear 
I-' dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° 0., 230,000 i 
or for a model of 10 em chord 40 m/s, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
Op) Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of C . P. from leading edge to 
chord length) . 
{3, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (i, - i ID). 
a, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
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THE GASEOUS EXPLOSIVE REACTION-THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE RATE 
OF PROPAGATION OF THE REACTION ZONE AND UPON THE RATE OF MOLEC-
ULAR TRANSFORMATION 
By F. W. S'rEvE S 
SUMMARY 
1. An application of constant-pressure methods to the 
8tudy of nor mal burning explosive reactions, whereby the 
same reaction may be studied over a range of constant 
1JreSfmres froJr~ 100 mm mercury to S,OOO mm, has been 
described for a number oj gaseous reactions oj different 
reaction orders. The work was carried out at the request 
and with the financial assistance oj the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics . 
When the ?'eaction takes place at constant volume the . 
unburned active gases may be progres ively subjected to 
pressures va7vying, ay,jrom 1 to 10 or more atmospheres 
in a very small jraction oj a second. The reaction period 
is so short that the effect oj the mpidly increasing pressure 
on the rate oj propagation oj the reaction zone and on 
the rate oj molecular transjormation within it becomes 
practically impossible to determine. But by the constant-
pre sure method described, the instant preSS'lJ,re corre-
sponding to any stage in the progress oj the constant 
volume reaction may be duplicated and indefinitely main-
tained so that the effect oj the pressure on the rate oj 
propagation oj the reaction zone f01' all mixture mtios oj 
the given juel that will ignite may be readily measured. 
2. The results obtained by this study involve more 
than S,500 records and cover reaction orders jrom 3 to 
15; they would indicate that, over the pressure range 
examined, the rate oj propagation oj the reaction zone, 
measured relative to the active gases, is independent oj 
pressure; and that, in consequence, the rate oj molecular 
(energy) transformation within the zone is proportional 
to pressure. 
S. Since an impact-reaction theory predicts the effect 
oj pressure on the rate oj molecular gaseous transjorma-
tions when the order oj the transformation n is known, 
conversely, when the e.ffect oj the pressure on the rate of 
molecular transformation may be determined, the value 
oj n, in terms oj an impact theory, may be jound. The 
experimental results that have been obtained indicate 
that in all cases oj the normal burning reaction process, 
irrespective oj the reaction order given by the stoichio-
metric equation, the rate oj molecular transjormation 
within the reaction zone is proportional to pressure; 
indicating that in this jorm oj reaction, n = 2. 
Under the hec~ding "Remarks," the7'e are compared 
and discussed the time-displacement figures of the reaction 
zone obtained under conditions oj constant pressure and 
oj constant volume. It is there shown that in a homo-
geneous mixture of explosive ga es the jactor that ajJect· 
the unif01'm linear displacement oj the zone is the mal:Js 
movement oj the gases carrying it, the rate oj propagation 
oj the zone within the gases being constant and inde-
pendent oj their mass movement. 
There is also pointed out with illustmtive examples, 
the advantage of applying the principle of symmetry ill 
tudying the behavior of the reaction zone, in rigid con -
tainers, where its movements are so projoundly affected 
by the mass movement of the active gases set 'up by the 
explosive reaction. 
Wendlandt' s experimental investigations concerning 
the limits of detonation in gaseous mixtures are referred to, 
since the present study dealing with the effect of pressure 
on the normal burning reaction zone naturally leads to 
a consideration of those pressure-temperature conditions 
more favorable to the inception of the explosive wave 
Teaction than to a continuation of the 1wrmal bU1'ning 
reaction jorm. The method employed in the present 
tudy appToaches this borderland jrom the normal 
burning reaction. Wendlandt' s method appl'oaches it 
from the explosive wave reaction. It is shown that both 
methods lead to the ame result in the case of the CO, O2 
explosive reaction. 
The con tant pressure bomb made use oj in studying 
the effect of pressure on the normal burning reaction i a 
close app1'oach to an ideal experimental engine. The 
time-volume figures oj the reaction obtained at any con-
stant pressure p, give accurately the work done by the 
explosive reaction oj a given charge. The e.cperimental 
results that have been given for increasing pressures show 
the e.ffect of "supercharging" on this engine. It is 
shown that the effect oj supercharging on the work done 
by the engine is directly proportional to pressure; that is, 
to the concentration oj the charge. 
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INTRODUCTIO - DEVICE AND METHOD 
In order to ob erve the effect of pre sure on the 
rate of propagation of the reaction zone in ga eo us 
e~'Plo ive reactions, the device and method described 
below were made u e of: A (Figme 1) is a 1 arge ca t 
spherical bomb of 3 cm inside radiu , provided wi tll 
Lwo oppo ite windows W I and W 2 , of hea y o-la . 
The pressur0 within thi bomb could be conveniently 
controlled over a rano-e o( pre sm'es between 100 mm 
and 3,000 nun mercury. B is a corrunon oap bubble 
holding temporarily the explosive mixture of ga e . 
T ill. tube connecting with the explo ive mixture held 
under a p1'e sme omewhat above the pres ure in thr 
large bomb. P connect with a pre sure or vacuum 
!fin k controlling the pressure in the bomb. C i fl 
("liP rontainino- the oap olution that may be brought 
manner is shown at Figme 2. The number recorded 
in the circle of the ilhouette corresponds to the number 
of the notation in the notebook. 
Figure 2 represents also a continuous photographic 
time-volmne record of the explosive transformation of 
the sphere of active gases to be con idered. The 
initial diameter of this sphere is 2r- the hori.zontal 
width of the bu bble. The bubble it elI is not a sphere, 
but the zone of reaction originating at the spark gap 
is a phere similar in some re pect to a ound wave 
originating at that point and expanding within the 
homogeneou gil. eou mixture at a uniform rate. 
When the dim en ion 21' has been secured on the photo-
graphic film at rest, the drum is set in rapid rotation 
and an ignition spark pas ed. The instant of ignition 
is thu marked on the moving film whose speed is 
K S 
To p res svre tonk 
FIGURE 1 
in contact with the apertme of T from which he 
bubble is blown. F i a calibrated tuning fork pro-
vided with shutter illuminated by the arc E . An 
image of the illuminated tuning fork slit is formed 
close to and at one ide of the spark gap G . A camera 
S , placed at a convenient distance from G i focused 
on G and therefore on th image of the illuminated 
slit at one side of G and on the walls of the bubble 
lying in this focal plane. A sensitive photographic 
film (an oscillograph film is used) is attached to the 
drum 0 who e rate of rotation, also it position on 
its axis, may be controlled. K ia screen with a 
nalTOW (2 mm) horizontal lit. When the drum is at 
rest and the bubble illuminated from the window W 2, 
a silhouette of the park gap, G and the egdes of Lhe 
bubble at each side of G i obtained. A photograph 
of a millimeter scale placed in this plane gives the 
relation of the actual dimen ion to those recorded on 
(.he Rlm. A reproduction of a silhouette made in thi 
reo-i tered by the time impres ions impo ed by the 
light flashes through the hutters of the tuning fork. 
ynchronou with these records is the continuous 
record of the horizontal movement of the expanding 
spherical zone of reaction. The photographic records 
obtained in this way show the linear rate of di place-
ment of the zone to be constant for the condition of 
constant pre sure. 
ince the speed of the film is known from the time 
record marked upon it, the inclination of the flame 
trace to the horizontal gives the linear rate, s', at 
which the zone of reaction is displaced in space. Thi 
rate of di placement, s', in space, i no t, however, the 
rate at which the zone i penetrating the active gases 
and thus effecting their transformation; this is because 
the gases supporting the flame are also in motion out-
ward from the point of ignition. The actual rate, s, 
at which the zone propagates itself within the a tive 
gase, thus efi'ecting their transformation, i ) under 
1 
I 
\ 
I 
I ) 
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lhose condition of con tant pl'eSSUl'e described, Ie 
than the ob erved rate of displacement, s', of the zon e 
in space, hy the rate at which the ga e carrying the I 
zone are at the same time moving outward from the 
point of ignition. The method here described not only 
permit the nece sary di tinction to be made between 
the rate of propagation, s, of the zone and its rate of 
di placement in pace, s', it permits also, under the 
condition of constant pressure, both these magnitudes 
to be determined : 
r3 
s =s' ' 3 (R eference 26, p . 
l ' 
(1) 
whoro 1" i Lhe maximum radiu attained by the ex-
panding spherical zone of reaction inclosing tho reac-
tion products. l 
An examination of the Lime-volume figure obtained 
rrom t he pxplosive reaction at con tant pres lire or 
lllallY simple gases and of compo ite fuel m ade up or 
knowJl mixLurcs of imple gase and hydrocarbon fucl 
has shown a relation to exist between the rate of 
propagation, s, of the reaction zone and the partial 
pressures (concentration ) of the active gases in which 
l he zone propagates itself. The relation found (R efer-
C11ce 4) may be expres ed in general terms drawn from 
the stoichiometric equation written for complete com-
bustion of the fuel, 
(2) 
where [11'] and [Oz] nrc Lhe parLial pres lire of Lhe Ju el 
and oxygen ; nl and n2 their re pective coefficients in 
the equation 
nlF -t nz0 2=n3C0 2+n4IIzO. 
Sincc s m ay bc directly dctermined, 
S kl =-r 
where r is the product, [F]n l [02] "2 ' 
(3) 
(4) 
The relation expressed in (2) has been found to h01d 
for all the fuel combinations t ha t have been examined. 
These have included an examination of all r eaction 
order, 111 + 112, from 3 to 15. 
I Studies that have been mude of the beluwior of the reaction 1.0110 in go eous 
\"plosivercactions hav~, in general, been confined to the obscrvation aDd determina-
t ion of the zone's displacement in spacc. Quite as frequently this observed rate of 
spath,l displacemont has erroneously been considered its rato of propagation aud has 
been so designated. inee the nlte of propagation of the zo ne relative to the gases, 
a" if they were at "cst, is independent of the mass movement of the gases (References 
I, 2. ;1), it is evid nt tbat its spatial rate of displacement as observed und er those 
c.)nd itions of constant volume wherc the mass movemen ts of tho gases following 
ij!nition become highly variable both in magnitude and direction, may be n most 
misleading index to the moleCular (encrgy) transformation of the gaseous system. 
lJ nl ess the experimental method employed permits bolh the magnitude and direc-
tion of tho m,\ss movcment of the gases carrying the zone to be determined, t he rate 
of propagation of t he normal burning zone ~oul(\ not be obtai ned from limo-dis-
placement figures. 
The purpo e of undertaking the presen t tudy wa. 
to determine, if possible, the efreet of pre sure on the 
value of s in the above expres ion, (1); and the purpose 
of the large inclosing sphere at the cen ter of which it 
is arranged that the reaction take place, is to provide 
difrerent pre sures that should remain dUl"ing the 
explosive tnlDs[ormation, a nearly con tant as could 
be provided for conveniently. 
It is, of course, impossible, owing t.o the rapid rate of 
expansion of the reaction products as they pass the 
FIGURE 2 
reaction zone, to maintain unchanged, even in free 
space, the initial preSSUl"e, PI , of the active gases during 
their transformation; but since their rate of expansion 
in free pace i found to be constant and may be known, 
the con tant impulse pressure, Pz, at which the reaction 
doc take place will be given by 
where p is the densiLy of the gases. A long as Lha 
\Talue of s' remain well below the velocity of sOllnd in 
the gases-which is the a e in the explo ive (onn of 
reac tion (normal burning) here considered- it may 
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be , ecn that Lhe value of ~ 8 ' 2 is small and may b e 
Il cgligible.2 
By the method employed , the explo ive reaction 
lHkrs pJ ace in a pherical bomb of con tant volume f 
large s.ize as compared wi th the lnitial s pherical volume 
oJ explosive ga e held temporarily at it cen ter. The 
volume of the inclo ing bomb i 230,000 cm3. The 
ini t ial volume of the active ga es employed never 
exrrcded 500 cm3. The pre ure within the bomb at 
Lhe end of the reaction will be greater t han t he initial 
100 ...... ~ )(>t I/, l-I-f I'" 
• 
80 1/ 1\ 
1,/ 
0 II 
i ~ l-
I 
q, 
~ 60 § 
iii 1\ 
\ 
I; \ " 40 ~~ 
II 
1\ 
II \ 20 
\ 
I-I-
20 .40 .60 .80 1.00 
1.00 .80 
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.60 .40 .20 0 [Oz) 
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prCRSU re by an amount proportional to thc increase at 
illi Lial pre s ure of the volume of active ga e exploded. 
The pres m e increase within the inelo ing bomb during 
the reaction proee s could, therefore, be controlled by 
controlling the initial volumes of the active gases. 
Thi practice wa followed. In none of the record, 
, \l'ben the normal burning reaction takes place under conditions of constant vol-
ume the unburned active gases may be subjected to rapidly iucreasing pressure 
(concontration) liS the reaction proceeds. Besides this SOUrce of pressure increase, 
they may receive almost instant pressnre increase from the passage of sound or im-
Ilact waves reOccted back from the container walls. In case thr pressure increase 
from any cause is quick enough and intense enough to raise the temperature of any 
localited portion of tbe active gases above their ignition poi nt, the propagation of a 
reaction zone from this instant, and from this pOint, may proceed hy quite different 
means tban that by normal burning, viz, by tbe Berthelot explosive wave. (Refer-
Cuccs 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11.) 
'1'he abrupt change iu the gross mecbanism of tbe reaction from its thermal (nor-
mal burning) form to that of the explosive wave-a change manif ted by a great 
i ncroase in the rate of propagation-rec-a.lls the abrupt cbange in external features of 
the re>let ion from its slow form below ignition temperature into the form suddenly 
induced at some pOint by temperatu re increase and recognized by the appearance of 
name a. explosive. '1'he borderland between these last two reaction forms has becn 
ex,()nsively investigated by Bodenstein. (Hefer nee 12.) A simila r iovostigatioll 
of tho bord rlaod between normal burning and detonatioll bas beon uodertaken by 
Wendlandt. (Reference 10.) There are still other modes known by which the 
. l(a8OOUS transformation may take plnee: The two active gases may form the elcc-
trodes of a ga lvanic cell (gas cell). (Reference 13, p. 67.) The transformation of 
active gases may also be effected by bombardment of alpha rays. (Reference 14.) 
All of these modes, iuvolving the same tmnsformation, lead to the sarno equilibrium 
for the same temperature and pressure cond itions. They thtl relate to the same 
stoichiometric equations and their corresponding reaction Ollcrgy "nd provide an 
iustructive illustration of the second law: That a given energy transformation is 
inli ependont of the mode or way by which tho transforlllation is brought about and 
depends only on the initial and end condition of tbe process. 
secured did the pressure increase wi thin the indo i n~ 
bomb reach 4 per cent. In mo t ca e - tho e differing 
from equivalent mixture ratios-the pre lire increase 
was below 1 per cent . The 1'anO'e of pre ore, ho\\--
ever, over which the reaeLion was obser ved, varied by 
as much a twen tyfold. 
I · 
RESULT 
The following explosive reaction wore Ludicd. 
These arc indicated. by their stoichiomeLl'i . equations 
for complete combustion: 
I. 2 0 + O2 = 2 O2. 
II. H4 + 2 O2 = CO2 + 2H20. 
III. 2 4H10 + 13 O2 = CO2 + 101120 . 
IV. LF + 1.202 = l. CO2 + O.4H20. 
V. l.5F + 1.502 = l.5C02 + H20. 
The rano-e of pres ure over which the explo ive 
reaction of these fupls was studied extended, upon 
the whole, from 100 mm mercury to 2,650 rnm, USll-
aJly in teps of 100 mm. The hasi of analysis of the c 
data wa not the compal'i on of a few elected l'esulL , 
but a comparison of the curves and data representing 
the entire range of explosive reaction for any given 
fuel and pres. me. By following this procedure it was 
possible to compar E' actual results ",rith those calcu-
la ted from a statistiruJ formula based on the order of 
the stoichiometric equation. The entire data arc Loo 
numerou to be )'eprodllC d h re; in tead, a few ex-
mnple drawn from the large mmlber f tabulated 
results obtained will be hown in tIl form of eOOl'di-
nat figurcs as illustrating the method and the nature 
of the re liltS obtained in all cases. 
Fuel I- Carbon monoxide.- Figure 3 hows the 
ob erved relation between the values of in equation 
(1) and the value of the cOl'l'esponding initial pal'Lial 
. 0 f h' Tl pres ure ratlO --0;- 0 t e reactmg components. 1e 
ob erved r ates of propagation in free (atmo pheric) 
space, 760 mm, measured relative to the active ga, e , 
are represented in the figure by filled circles •. Thr 
same values wcre found when the reaction took plarc 
within the large indo ino- bomb at initial pre me, 
760 mm. The obsened rates of propagation of thr 
reaction zone when the initial pre sur in the in 10 lng 
bomb was 200 mm are indicated on the figme by UH' 
mark 6.. When the initial pre ure in the large bomb 
wus 2,530 mm, the observed values of found a rc 
marked O. Value of . calculated {rom the tati tiral 
expre sion, for 760 mlU, S = 691 [COF (02), are mark <l 
on Figure 3 by open circles 0 and continuoll line. 
Fuel Ill- Butane.- Figu re 4 exprc e Lhe same 
relation between vulue oJ partial pre ure ratios 
4H IO and observed values of s a doc Figure :3. O2 
i\lal'ks • repre ent ob erved valu es of s when t h l' 
initial press ure in the indo, ing bo mb was 760 Jllill 
The mark 6. indicaLes values of s oGser ed when Lhe 
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iniLial pres lire in Lhe large bomb wa 200 mrn. Values 
of 8 calculated from the equation s = 172,430[ 4IIJOj2 
(02)13 are marked on the figure by open cirele 0 and 
a continuou line. 
Fuel IV is an example of a composite fuel made up 
of 88. 9 part by volume of carbon monoxide and 11.1 
parts methane. The sLoichiometri equation for com-
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plcLe combustion of each component of Lhis fuel is of 
the thu'd order. The equation for complete combus-
tion of a fuel composed of these two gases will be of the 
same order. (Reference 11, p. 15.) For Fuel IV it 
will be 
The partial pressure ratio for maA1.mUm will be 
g.:g lb;]; and since the velocity con tantof the reaction 
zone in the 200 + 02~reaction is kl = 691, and in the 
OH4 + 2 02~reaction is 4,240, the yelocity constant of 
the reaction zone for a fuel made up of these com-
ponents in the proportion given, will be kF = 1,450. 
(Reference 15, p . 15.) The value of 8 then for any 
mixture ratio of thi fuel and oxygen at 1 atmosphere 
should be = 1,450[F]1.8[02p·2. The mark 0 and 
continuous line in Figure 5 repre ent values of s com-
puted from the above equation. The mark . repre-
sents values of 8 obseryed when the initial pres ure of 
Lhe inclosing bomb was 760 mm. The mark 0 indi-
cates ob erved values of 8 when the initial pressure in 
the inclosing bomb was 1,520 mm. 
The above re uits, typical of all Lhose obtained 
wi L11 Lhe fuels mentioned, would ll.1dieate LhaL ale 
liucal' rate of propflgn,tiotl s, measu red relative to the 
active ga es, IS independent of pres lire OYer the pres-
sure range that has been examined; and that in 
consequence the rate of molecular (energy) tran-
rormation within the reaction zone is proportional to 
pre sure. 
ince all of the factors relating to the rate of ('1'8n5-
formation of a ga eou system hy the spatial propaga-
tion within it of a localized zone of reaction are thermo-
rlynamic factor derived solely from initial and final 
condition of the gaseou , ystem, it would follow that 
the pre ent method could throw no di.rect light on 
the microproce ses occurring within the reaction zone . 
By the present method it is only pos ible to consider 
those inferences that may be drawn from experimen tal 
results obtained, interpreted in term of some theOl')T 
con. tructed to represent the ultima te microproc€',5es 
of the transformation. For example, Lhe elf) , i('a ] 
rhem1cal kinetic theory of impActs based on the order 
or the stoichiometric equation written for complete 
rombu tion would require Lhe efIect of pre sure 011 
the rate of moleeul8r transformation to be propol'-
tional to p"-I where n is the order of the toirhio-
metric equation, instead of pZ- 1 required by the ex-
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perimental results above given. Thi theory involve ' 
the a sumption that because the ini tial components at 
the close of the reaction (equilibrium) are found to be 
united in a certain defini te oreler, the same oreler or 
union must have prevailed at every other tage of 
the reaction process . That as umption, necessarily 
consi tent with equilibria data and results, has not 
been found to hold for rates of polymolecular trans-
formations. Hio-h-order reaction seem to proceed by 
many simultaneous simple one, each runn.ing it>' 
cour e according to its own ultimate order and mech-
anism independently of allY oLhcl' rcaetions o('cu l'l'i ng 
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aL Lhe same time. (Reference 16, p. 239; ReIerenc 
17, p. 877; Reference 13, p. 651; Reference 1 ,p. 347 .) 
It may be een that the experimental Te ult O'iven in 
thi paper are in barmony with other ob er ation. on 
reaction rate of hiO'h-ordel' transformations, in re-
quiring a much impler ultimate order of union than 
that given by the stoichiometric equation. oncem-
ing the probable value of the ultimate reaction order 
a interpreted in term' of an impflct theory, from the 
experimental 1'e ults given, the follo\\~ng ob el'vation 
arc offered. 
ince a statistical theory of impacts pI' dicts the 
enect of pre sure on the rate of gaseous molecular 
transformation for case where the reaction order n 
may be known; conversely (Reference 13, p. 653), It 
direct experimental determination of the errect of 
pre me on the ratr of propagation of the reaction 
zone within the gaf'e , and on the rato of molecular 
t~'an .formation within .the zone, should gi e indica-
tIOn 1Il terms of the con equences of an impact theory, 
o[ the probable order n, of the reaction proce OCCUl'-
l'inO' in any particular ca 'e. uch experimental evi-
dence, if an impact; theory 01' itR equivalent is to bc 
r~tllined, ho~ld ho more ignificnnt than the a 'ump-
tlOn of a reactlOn order ba ed on the final (equilibrium) 
factors of the reaction. The results obtained in the 
pre ent . tudy have ~hown in all case, irrespective of 
Lhe order given by the toichiometr:ic equation, that 
the rate of tral1 fOl'll1ation within the reaction zone 
~ p]'oport:ional 10 pres me. Thi I'e lilt :interp]' ted 
111 term of a imple impact thcol'Y of reaction would 
corresponel to reaction order within the ZOlle of 
binary ystem . 
It ba been cln lItrgely to the attention O'iven of 
late to iove tigations of gaseous explos:ive I~actions 
that the chemical kinetic theory ba ed on a reaction 
oreler as given by the stoichiometric equation has 
been .gradually abandoned in favor of much simpler 
reactJon order :indicated by experimental results, 
notably the high-order explo ive reactions of the 
hydrocarbon employed as fuel. Such a modern 
kinetic the?J'Y that t:illretains the concept of impact 
~ogethe~' WIth the usual chemical symbol :in ex pre s-
Ing n, Implined mecbani m of a proO'1'es ive reaction 
. b 
proce s 1 the kinetic theory of ebain reactioll . 
~\mdmnen tally the mechanism ofl'ered by thi theory 
1 also a binary one a indicated also by the experi -
mental results given in thi paper. In reference to 
the cxplo ive reaction involving satUl'ltted hydro-
carbon, Semenoif (Reference 1 , p. 363) rema]'ks: 
There are sufficient grounds for assuming also that the ex. 
plo~ions of, saturated hydrocarbons with oxygen are simiJal'ly 
cham reactlOns. In agreement with this, for in tancc is their 
known sensitivity to variou "antiknocks" present'in even 
minute Cjuantities. 
REMARKS 
. The :'emark that follow are intended Lo point out 
LD as slmple and nontechnical a way as po ible the 
relation betweon quantitative result obtained from 
studie of the gJ'O s mechanism of the gaseous ex-
plo lve rca t~on n,nd ome of its charactcJ'i tics as 
observed and interpreted from the st,andpoint of its 
tecbnical and indu trial application as a OUTce of 
powor. It i from thi standI oint thaI, the reaction 
ha it ~roate t generlll jntere t. Fortunately, in this 
case as m many other, general and theoretical intere t 
are not ffir IIpart. 
Au extensive pl'n,cj,ical working arquaintance with 
gaseous explo ions has ]'e ulted from the common use 
of gas engine. From fl technical tandpoint- a was 
tbe ~a. e in the development of tlw team engine- Tftpid 
empmcal progre ha been made toward a more effi-
cient tran formation into work of th enel'O'V d livcrcd 
to tl~e workiI~g n."id of the engine by th~ ('xplo, i\'o 
r~actlOn. TIn lme of empirical developmcnt COI1-
tmue to provide in larO'e measure incentive to inclu -
trial te ts and inve tigations that haye led naturally 
to studie dealing with thermodynamic theorie of th'e 
0'3 engin . (Rcfer nce 19.) To this end thero 
already e),:isteil at hanel the thel'modYllllmic nnaly is 
of . an engine c. cle operating with ail' a a worl~ing 
fll1ld. Largely on accoun t of the inadequacy of lIch 
a cycle as a taudard of referenee to take account of 
the molecular transformations and other physical 
change that oc ur in the actual workinO' flllid of the 
. b 
ga engme (Reference 20), these thermodynamic COll-
siderations lead in their tum to the more i~timate and 
fundamental a pect of the problem, namely, to a COI1-
ideration of the thermodynamics (and kin~tic ) of tho 
gaseous explosive reaction that i the ource of the 
engine's power. (Reference .) 
The grouping of individual power unit about, a com-
1l10n haft in order to oMain a unit of ~ncreased power, 
presented a number of technical pToblrm in volvinO' 
rates. Pr~marily the e rate hiLd to do with efl'ectiv: 
uniform fueling of the y tem and.it ignition. Eu t 
these mechanical timing proce e al 0 require accmate 
coordi~ation with tho rate of molecular (energy) trans-
formatIOJl of th e fuel employed under the coneli tions 
imposed by the en~ine. '.1'hus i.n much the same way 
~ha t thermodynamIC consldera tlOl1S of ga engine pcr-
1m'mance led gradually to a consideration of the ther-
modynamics of the gaseou explosive react.ion tha t is 
the source of tho n£!ine' power, so also the inien ivn 
cHort directed towllrd the efficient coordin~ttion of hiO'h-
speed p~'oce e l?flv~ directed attention Lo principles 
lInclerlymg tho kme11('s of the same reaction. It, wa 
natlll'al thaL Lhe firs t efrort in thi direction should be 
directed to Lhe mosL obviou characLel'i Li of the l'eaC-
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tion-the flame. From ihe first it was a sumed thnt 
the spread of the flame within the ga. es effected their 
transformation. The ell.,})lalllttioll of the explo ive re-
action process given by van't Hoff (Reference 21) was 
consistent with thermodynamic results and by the same 
token the chemical kinetic theory he advanced and the 
later modifications made by Arrhenius were generally 
accepted also. A survey, however, of t.he very great 
num.ber of a.ttempt that have been made to determine 
tL relation between the rate of flame movement and the 
rate of molecular transformation will show that in most 
cases it hns been the rate of displacement of the reac-
tion zone in space tha t ha been determined and not the 
rate of propagation of the zone relative to the gases it 
transforms. The rate of displacement of the zone in 
space is not its rate of propagation within the active 
ga e . Although this neces a1'Y distinction was early 
poin ted Oll t And expcrimen tally observed by Bunsen 
(Reference 22) as early as ] 867, by Gouy in 1 79 
(Reference 1), and again in isted on by Helmholtz and 
Kundt in 1 80 (Reference 2), this very neces ary dis-
tinction between the rate 01 propagation of the reac-
tion zone within the gases and its rate of displacement 
in space has been quite overlooked. There has been 
overlooked also an important characteristic of the reac-
tion zone in ell'ecLing the molecular transformation of 
the active gases, e tabli hed by the work of the early 
investigators mentioned above; it i thi : The mte oj 
p7'opagation oj the 1'eaction zone within the gases is inde-
pendent of the ma movement oj the gase'. To this 
characteristic of the zone the experimental data given 
in this paper would indicate tha t, over the pressure 
range examined, the rate oj propagation oj the reaction 
zone within the gases is independent oj pressure. This 
result would neces itate the consequence that: The mte 
oj molecular tmnsjormation within the reaction zone is 
proportional to pressure. 
In the correlation of mechanical and reaction proc-
esses in the engine's operation, it i the rate of molecu-
lar (energy) transformation of the gaseous charge that 
i the essential factor required. The gro s factors con-
trolling this rate in the normal burning reaction deter-
mine the period 01 the transformation. For the ca e 
of any given gaseoll charge tlus rate will depend on-
(1) The linear rate at which the active ga eous com-
ponents pass Lhe reaction zone (the raL of propagation 
of the zone within Lhe gases). 
(2) Upon the partial pressure (collcentraLion ) of the 
active gases. 
(3) POll Lhe e/fetLive AreA of Lhc zone wiLhill the 
gase . 
All of LIt 0 gro factors f\.l'O involved in any gnseolls 
explo i ve Lransformation and are aD'ecLed by the con-
ditions imposed on Lhe reaction. 
In the slow transformation of the gases below igni-
tion temperature, to which form of reacLion the greate t 
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amount of aLLenLion ha ' been given and from which 
those laws and principle that we pos e s have been 
largely drawn, the greate t care and ingenuity possible 
has been deyoted to the control of conditions (pressure 
or volume and temperature) imposed on the reaction 
in order to determine their effect on the transforma-
tion. The explosive form of reaction, on the contrary, 
when once started, is automatic in its progress, deLer-
mining its own Lemperature and pressure within the 
reaction zone. either of these conditions i suscept-
ible of control in the same sen e or with the arne pre-
cision a in the slow reaction. Methods and devices 
developed in the study of the low reaction can not be 
directly applied to the investigation of Lhe explosive 
form. Other means adapted as well ItS pos ible to the 
o-1'OSS mechanism of the reaction' explo i\'e form have 
been devised and employed Lo study the characteri, tics 
of the reacLion uIlder condition, imposed by it tech-
nical and indusLrial applications. These chamctCl"i ,-
tic, together with the experimental method devised 
for their investigation are best con idered from the 
standpoitlt of particular cases and the line of develop-
mellt that hu. led to their llse. 
1. The gross mechani In of the reaction at constant 
pre sure and at constant volume-The principle oj sym-
metry.- early every investigator who ha studied the 
characteri tics of the gro S mechanism of the ga cou 
explo ive reaciion It seen 1,0 take place in ri.gid con-
tainers ha made the ob ervatjoll that fo r a longer 
or a hoI' tel' period after ignition-depending on the 
size and shape of the container and the po ition anel 
mode of ignition-the rate of displacement of the re-
action zone in space remains uniform. This is becau e 
the initial conditions, for a short interval following 
ignition, remain unchanged if the container is of fair 
size and there is consideru.ble free way about the igni-
tion.point. During thi short interval the conditions 
are comparable to con tant pre sure conditions and 
t':l.e reaction proceeds a described for those condition 
in the case of the con tant pressure bomb. During 
the short period foHowing ignition under con, tant 
volume condition, the reaction zone maintallls its 
symmetrical spherical form, and the uniform mass 
movement of the gase away from the ignition point 
are not yet checked in their outward movement by 
the ontainer wall. A the reaction proceeds, how-
ever, thi.s symmetry of form of the reacti.on zone and 
Lhe uniformiLy of movement of the gtl, e is soon lost 
in mo. L cuses llnder con. tallt vollime conditions. This 
is owing prinei pally to the effecL or the co ntainer walls 
on Lhe lllovemen I, of the gllses carrying the reaeLioll 
7.ono. Following ignition, the reaction 7.OJle is noL 
the only disturbance propagated within the ga eOliS 
system. The hydrodynamics of the fluid is usually 
the more obvious feftture of the phenomenon, ftnd in 
most eon. tallt volume ea es efrectually veils the rate 
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of propagation of the ren.ction zone within the moving 
gases-so largely is its observed displacement in space 
the result of the mass movement of the gases.3 
If not the :fiTst to appreciftte the essential conditions 
resulting in symmetry of form and uniformity of move-
ment of the reaction zone in homogeneou gases, Lan-
gen (Reference 23), fl,n l1utomotive engineer engaged 
in thermodynamic problems of the gas engine, was the 
flist to take practical advantage of them. He refl,lized 
clearly that the motion of the normal burning reaction 
zone as observed in space-like a man walking along a 
train of moving box cars-was made up at all times of 
the rate at which the zone was moving relative to the 
gases carrying it, and the mass movement of the gases 
themselves. Realizing this, he further saw that if the 
explo ive reaction in homogeneous gase originated at 
the center of a spherical bomb of constant volume, 
then the reaction zone together with the hydrodynamic 
disturbance set up in the homogeneous fluid at the saIlle 
point, must all maintain, during the transformation, 
positions concentrically symmetrical with the ignition 
point and with the spherical bomb. In this way the 
heat los es-large and indeterminate in his engine 
cylinder during the explosion process-would, by this 
modified experimental form of container, be reduced 
to unavoidablc los e due to radiation. Lo ses by 
conduction and con vection wonld be avoided, because, 
by this arrangement, the reaction zone and the reaction 
(equilibrium) products inclosed within i t would not 
come in contact with the walls of the container till the 
reaction was completed and maximum pressure at-
tained . Langen's device and method, having regard 
both to the dynamics of the engine's fluid and to the 
consequent symmetry of all the proces es OCCUlTing in 
i t as a result of the transformation, has become an 
instrument of precision (Reference 13, p. 783) specially 
applicable to thermodynamic studies of gaseom~ ex-
plosive reactions, particularly those of prime impor-
tance to a more thorough knowledge of the thermo-
dynamics of the gas engine (Reference 15, p. 5). 
If, now, a transparent spherical bomb of glass be 
substituted for Langen's opaque one of steel, the sym-
metry of the gross mechanism of the gaseous explosive 
process, together with the symmetry of the dynamic 
disturbances accompanying it, assumed by Langen to 
prevail when ignition occms at the center, may be 
beautifully shown photographically in the same way 
as that described at the beginning of thi paper for 
the explosive reaction as it occms in a transparent 
bomb of constant pressure. Figure 6 is such a photo-
graph. It should be compared with Figure 2; for these 
two figmes, 2 and 6, reveal th gross characteristics of 
the reaction under the two fundamental conditions, 
• For example, in the case of Fuel III given in this paper (sec also Reference 4, 
p. 6, Table I), the rate of displacement in space of the reaction zone was observed 
to be 8,800 em per second, while its rate of propagation relative to the active gases 
as if they were at rest; that is, tbe ratc of transformation was only 480 cm [ler secoud . 
constan t pre sure and con tant volume, in their 
simplest and most symmetrical forms . 
A series of photographic records of the reaction ob-
tained as was Figure 6 (at constant volume) of all mix-
ture ratios of the given fuel and oxygen that will unite, 
provide vi lIal evidence not only of the correctness of 
Langen's assumption as to symmetry; they provide 
also qualitative confirmation of the results that have 
been given of the eITect of different constant pres ures 
on the rate of propagation of the reaction zone within 
the gases and the rate of molecular transformation 
within the zone, at much higher pressures than those 
enployed in securing the data that has aheady been 
given. Unfortunately, the constant volume figure 
ecured in this way do not aITord data for accurate 
quantitative estimation of rates, since neither the rate 
of mass movement of the ga es carrying the zone nor 
the rate of pre sure increase may be accurately esti-
mated from the con, tant volume figure. It was for 
this reason that the method descrihed at the beginning 
of this paper was employed. That method allows the 
same reaction that occurs wi.thin a brief fradion of a 
second unoer the condition of constant volume, to be 
deliberately studied piecemeal at progressively diLIer-
cnt known constftnt pre sures, and the speeds of prop-
agation of the reaction zone corresponding to the e 
pressures (concentrations) to be directly determined. 
The figmes obtained by the same process within a 
small part of a second with the transparent bomb of 
constant volume should, however, show qualitative 
agreement with the experimental results already given. 
An inspection of Figure 6-typical of all of the 
figures secured with the spherical glass bomb of con-
stant volume with central ignition--will show that 
the rate of displacement of the r8l1ction zone is max-
imum and uniform for a short interval after ignition 
and corresponds to the rate of displacement 8' in 
space of the zone at constant pressme; but as the 
spherical zone continues to advance, the outward mass 
movement of the gases carrying it is impeded more and 
more by the walls of the sphere. ear the smface 
of the sphere, the outward motion of the remaining 
layer of unburned gases, now highly compressed, i 
checked and the rate of displacement of the zone as 
observed in space becomes minimum and .corresponds 
to the rate of propagati.on 8 of t.he raction zone within 
the gases as if they were at rest. 
The progressive displacement in space of the reaction 
zone in effecting the transformation of the gases in 
the glass sphere-recorded in Figure 6- may be rep-
resented in another way : If the reaction period shown 
in this figure be divided into a number of equal inter-
vals, the radius of the spherical reaction zone, and 
hence the position of the zone within the sphere at 
the end of each interval, may be represented. Figure 
7 is such a figure drawn from the photographic record, 
FIGURE 6 
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Figure 6. . It shows, peI'hap more plainly than Figurc 
6, the decrease in the rate of displacement of the zone 
as it approaches the walls of the sphere, due to the 
decrease in the rate of the mass movement of the 
gases. This decrease in the rate of displacement of 
the zone as it approaches the rate of propa.gation i" 
accompanied by a very rapid rise in the rftLC of 
molecular tran formation (pres ure), 
As already stated, the total ratc of molecular trans-
formation during the progress of the reaction in the 
bomb depends on three factors: (1) The linear rate at 
which the active ga. 'eous components pass Lhc reac-
tion zone (the rate of propagation of the ZOlle within 
Lhe gases); (2) upon the partial pressure (concentra-
tion) of the active gases; (3) UPOll the effective area 
of the zone within the ga e. Since by (1) the rate 
of propagation s of the zone within the gascs remains 
conSlfl.Dt during thc reaction, and by (2) the molecular 
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transformation increases with the pressure, and by (3) 
the effective area of the zone increases as the square 
oJ its radius, it would follow Lhat the total raLe of 
molecular reaction hould increase rapidly as the 
transformaLion proceeds from ignition, reaching it 
maximum value dUl'ing the transformation of the last 
layer of active gases at the walls of the spherical bomb. 
The entire reaction process in which the initial condi-
Lions of pres ure and temperature of the activc gases 
changes to a final condition of high preSSUl'e and t' 
high temperature corresponding 1,0 their degree of 
comprcs iOll 1\,1, Lhe clo e of Lhe rea.ction, ma.y occur 
in a small fraction of it second, The conditions thaL 
1'e ult near the termination of the reaction, high initial 
Lemperature and high pre sure, are favorable to the 
development in this region of an e~{plosive wave. 
(Footnote, p. 4.) 
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The rate of increase of molecular transformation 
during the reaction within a spherical bomb ~f constant 
volume with central ignition is proportional, barring 
beat 10 se to the rate of pressure increase during the 
p 
~~~~~~~~------------lt 
0.01 sec. 
FIGURE 8 
reaction, and, since the fillal pres ure is proportional 
to the mean temperature of the final gaseous produGt 
(equilibrillm) in the bomb, Pier (Reference 24) was 
able, by the application of Langen's method, to make 
u e of these relations in the determination of the 
specific heats of gases forming the working fluid 
of the engine at the high temperatures at which they 
are employed. Figure 8 reproduces Pier's time-
pressure cm've corresponding to the time-displacement 
figure of the reaction zone given by Figure 6. A com-
parison of these two figures i therefore of interest as 
showing how the rate of displacement of the reaction 
zone is related to the rate of molecular transformation 
of a gaseous system in a spherical bomb of constant 
volul.lloe and central ignition: It may be seen from 
Figure 8 that the rate of preSS1.U'e increase (molecular 
transformation) during the flYst time interval of the 
reaction is practically negligible. During the same 
time interval Figure 6 shows that the rate of displa ('-
ment of the reaction zone is maximum. During thi' 
interval (1) the rate of propagn.tion of the zone within 
the active ga es has its con tant value for that fuel 
mixture; (2) the partial pressures (concentrations) of 
the active gases during the initial inten"al are min-
inUlIn; (3) the eft'ective area of the r .action . zone 
during this interval is also very sma]], being a men' 
point at the fir t instant of reaction. In a word, all 
of the variable factors affecting the rate of molecular 
transformation during the first time interval of the 
reaction are minimum, while the variable factor affect-
ing the rate of displacement of the zone (mass move-
ment of the gases) is maximum. As the reaction 
pro('.eeds within the bomb, the values of these variables 
change. Figme 8 shows that during the final interval 
the rate of increase of molecular transformation 
(pressme) is very great, whiJe Figure 6 shows that 
dming this interval the rate of displacement of the 
reaction zone is minimum: (1) The rate of propaga-
tion of the zone relative to ehe active ga es has re-
mained constant; (2) the partial press1ll'e (concentra-
tion) of the active gases dming the final interval i 
maximum; (3) the effective area of the reaction zone 
i maximum; it has increa ed during the reaction 
process from a point to a spherical surface nearly 
equal to the inside surface of the spherical bomb. In 
fact, all of the variable factors affecting the rate of 
molecular transformation during the final time interval 
have become maximum, while the variable factor 
affecting the rate of di placement of the zone (mass 
movement of the gases) ha become minimum. In 
('.onsequence, the rate of displacement of the zone dur-
ing tbe final interval of the reaction becomes the same 
as it constant rate of propagation within the gases. 
The relation above described between the rate of 
displacement of the reaction zone and the rate of 
molecular transformation in a pherical bomb of con-
stant volume with central ignition may be represented 
graphically by drawing Pier's curve with absci as 
divided not into equal division repl'e euting equal 
time intervals, but into divisions representi.ng the 
position of the reaction zone in the bomb at the end of 
each equal tim interval. The resulting curve is 
p 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0.0/ sec. 
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shown by Lhe dotted line in Figur 9. As the outward 
mass movemen t of the gases carrying the zone is more 
and more retarded by the walls of the container, the 
rate of displacement in space and the rate of propagA.-
tion would approach each other in value. 
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During the progress of the j'eaction in a spherical 
container of constant volume with centr al ignition, 
the distribution of pre sure in the bomb take place, 
along with the requi ite movement of the gases, con -
centrically with the igniLion and with the bomb, 0 
that all points of the surface of thc expanding zone 
are enterinO' the active ga e under the ame conditions 
of pressure, initial temperature, and rna s movemen t 
of the ga es. The zone, under these condition, re-
tains its characteri tic spherical form, as Langen 
a sumed it would. It can not, ho\\-ever, retain thi 
form even in a spherical container if tbe ignition is 
displaced from the centel', becfLuse, in such case, the 
outward movement of the gases calTyinO' the zone wul 
then be retarded more in one direction than in another. 
The characteri tic spherical form of the zone will be-
come di torted; the linear rate of displacement of the 
difl'eren t areas 'will become diff eren t, due to a. change 
in the rate 01' direction of the mas movement of the 
~a1'oes at that instant lIpporting it. The vaJ'ious 
. hapes Lhat the zone will progre sively aSSLlme a the 
reaction proceed " ,ill thu depend on the form of 
rontainer, the po i.tion oj the ignition, and the local 
llJa ss moycmen ts of the gase determined by the e 
phy ical condition. An endle confu ion of pre -
stll'es, motion, and flame di tribution only remotely 
indicative of the reaction taking place, quickly deyelop 
following i~nition of homogeneou mixtures in irregu-
Inl' container forms. How greatly thi confusion may 
be increased if the initid explo ive mixtures are not 
hOl1logeneou and are besides in violen t agi. tation to 
start with may to orne deO'ree be realized from the 
many photographs of thi chaos thRt have been 
published and, on the assumption that the obselTed 
rate of displacement of the zone in space is its rat of 
]lr paga.tion within the gases, been extensively a.na-
1~Tzec1. 4 Reaction figures secured Imde]' surh indefinite 
conditions are not fayorable for e timating the igni-
firance of the different processes occLIlTing simuJtane-
ollsly with every ga.seous explosiye reartiOl1. But 
since all of the processes and all of the re ulting eli -
t lIl'bnnces connected with the explo ive reaction are 
confined to the gaseous state, they can at lea t be 0 
rontJ'olled for examination and tudy that the vi ible 
7.0De in which causes and their effect reveal them-
~:;(' Ive , shall be symmetrically di tributed in t ime and 
in spare. (Fjgs. 2 and 6.) The entire play of forces 
and their results con cquent on the propagation of a 
reaction zone within the ga e, possess indi iduaJ 
chal'Rcteri tics; their ra.te of propagation within the 
nuid a.re nIl different and under fayorably determined 
condition distribute themselve difrerently in time 
lind in space. This di tribution must remain ym-
llletriral in any case if the form of container he Y111-
metrically di posed a bout the poin t of ignition . 
• .1"01''' r~c~nt discussion of time,displacC1l1Mt photogmphic ligures 01 the normal 
hll I'll i IIi: ZOIl(' ill homogeneous ru('l-oir mi\tur<.'s lIncl('r c()n(li~ions approachi ng those 
111('1 II ith ill ga' engines, s~c the c,ccllent study or thc rcaction made by Duchene. 
(Hcfcrcnec 25.) 
Instead of a pherical container of constant pre LIre 
(fig. 2) or of con tant volume (fig. 6) with cen tral 
ignition in which the effective area of the spherical 
J'eaction zone increa e during the reaction proce s, a 
the quaTe of it l'fl.diu , a symmetrical con tant 
volume container with central ignition may be used ill 
which the effective area of the zone oon after ignition 
remains constant and wh re all the processes and r -
lilting motions due to the reaction are confined to a 
rectilinear di tribution in pace. The time-dis})l::tce-
ment fiO'ure of the zone obtained with tIll form of 
container are of intere t in howing yery clearly the 
rharacteristic of the movement set up in the gao e, 
FIGURE 10 
by the refLction and tbe effect of those movements o.n 
the 1'e orded di pla.cement oC the zone and on the 
incande cent gases behind the zone. Figure 10 is 
chal'l1ctel'i tic of all the explosive reaction figure 
obtained with thi form of ymmet1'ical device. In 
their most i.mportant, general eharacteristic, the e 
figures duplicate tho e obtained with the con tani 
volume pherical homh with central ignition in that 
they are all convex; Lhe 111 an progr i\'c displace-
men of the. zone is greatest at the heginning, least at 
the close of the reaction. The pressure (conrcnLra-
tion) of the active gase the zone is entering is least 
f\ the beginning, greate ·t at the clo e. In detnil, 
the characteristic of the figW'es J'ecoJ'ding the Lime-
displacement trace of the zone as affected hy the mass 
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movements of the gases determined by this form of 
container are also of interest: The resonance of the 
gases in the cylinder is revealed both in the recorded 
Lrace of the zone and in the incandescent gases behind 
the hOne. These resonance figures in the incandescent 
ga e reveal also by their trend the gro rna moye-
ment of the gases due to increase of pressure, and show, 
neal' the beginning of the reaction, the motion due to 
the reflection from the ends of the container of a 
compression waye. 
In th.is form of container the sphericall'Cl1ction zone 
originating at the point of ignition is immediately 
distorted by the d~fference in velocity permitted the 
mnss movement of the gases carrying its differen t 
parts. In the di.rection of tbe diameter of the cylinder 
their motion is checked; the resulting increase of pres-
sure in this region can equalize it elf only in the direc-
tion of the cylinder's length; until the zone ha filled 
Lhe lumen of the tube the mass movement of the gases 
bearingit is accelerated in the direction of the cylinder 's 
length. The initial portion of the displacement figure 
o[ the zone in a cyl1ndrical container fired at any poinL 
on its axis wi.ll be concave. After the zone ha filled 
t.he cross section of the tube, the di placement of i.ts 
two portions will be influenced by the motions set U1) 
in the gase by this initial impulse and its reflection ; 
it will be influenced n,lso by the fundamental of the 
ga -filled container. In cs e the igru tion has occurred 
at th center of the cylinder, the reaction pl'oce se of 
the two portiolls of the zone together with the hydro-
dynamic distmbances accompanying them will be so 
accurately distributed in time and pace in the two 
equal portions of the container that the time-displace-
ment traces of the zones may be uperposed the same 
as in the simpler ca es of Figures 2 and 6, where the 
zone r etains its spherical fonn. 
If the cylindrical container jus t described is left 
open at the ends, the homogeneou explosive charge 
being temporarily retained by soap films spanning the 
openings, then the reaction processes will run their 
course neither under condition. of constant pre sure 
nor of constant volume. In this case the mass move-
ments of the ga e carrying the zone will be Ie s 
impeded, and the fundamental of the container wi ll 
have 3, lower period. The zone, for the ame initial 
explo. ive mixture as that u .. r.d in eeuring Fi.gure 10, 
will, i~ consequence, traverse the length of the cylin-
der and transform a less portion of it charge and in 
les time than under the constant volume condition 
'hown in Figure 10. The time-displacement figure 
of the zone in the cylinder with open ends is shown in 
Figure 11. The initial explo ive charge was the same 
in both cases. 
The examples above given (figs. 2, 6, 10, and 11) are 
the simplest ca es that can be given of the application 
o( the normal burning explo ive reaction nnder condi-
tions of constanL prr surc and of consLant volume. In 
the order in which they are given these example show 
the cause of constant and of variable ma s movement 
of the gases and the effect of those movements on the 
time-di placement figures of the reaction zone. Only 
under the simplest condition-that of constant Ire m e 
(fig. 2-i it po ible to determine from the time-di -
placement figures of the reaction zone the rate of it 
propagation within the gase and to e timate the effect 
of different pressures on that rate. Under other concli-
tions, the mas movement of the ga e in the container 
become variable and indeterminate, especially 0 i.n 
containers of irregular form in reference to the ignition 
point. The examples a well a the re nIts that have 
been given show that under these conditions the time-
eli placement figures of the zone are mi leading as to 
FIGURE] l 
the rate of propagation of the zone within the gases, 
and give no indication whatever of the rate of molecu-
lar transformation where the pressure of the active 
gase is variable also. 
An important characteristic shown by these example 
and by the quantitative re uIts given is that an increa e 
i.n pre sure does not increa e the rate o[ propagation 
of the reaction zone as ha ometimes been as umeel in 
order to account for the r apid ri e in pre sure shown 
in time-pre sure fio-ures (fig. 4) of the reaction at its 
cIo e. 
2. The Berthelot explosive wave .- A mentioned in 
footnote on page 6, the ame gaseou transform ation 
may take place by a number of ways 80 apparently 
eli tinct in outward ftppearance anel mantre tation that 
Lhey have 111Cli Led dilrerent familiar names: "Slow 
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rraction," "normal burning," "explosive wave." 
Sinrr the final (equilihrium) result for the same initial 
n,nd end point of a transformation is the arne whether 
rcarhed by slow reaction, normal burning, or explo ive 
wave, ome theory and formal mechanism have for a 
long time been ought that shall represent the transfol:-
lllaLion in all case, and at the same time account for 
Lhe inception and termination of the conditions on 
which the various distinct and characteristic forms of 
the. same reaction depend. Quite unrelated to the 
results of investigations carried out on these various 
rraction forms, the impression is often met with that 
the slow reaction, by temperature increase, gradually 
merges into the normal burning form, and that the 
reaction wne of the normal burning form by pressure 
and temperature increase as imperceptibly passes into 
the explosive wave. A much better grOlmded view-
point conceives the gross mechanism, if not the ulti-
maLe microprocesses of the transformation of the 
din·crcnt reaction form to be distinct and that definite 
limit are determi.nate over which the reaction by any 
particular form is possible. It is this viewpoin t that 
i~ respon i ble for the expressions "explosive lirni ts," 
"detonation limit ," and a volumi.nous literature 
recording experimental methods, results, and theoreti-
c nl consideration in endeavors to give the expressions 
clllOted precise definition. (Reference 4, p. 16.) As 
ig well known, the experimental result available indi-
CIl Lo that these limits ov rlap badly and in tho e 
regions where overlaping of the different reaction 
rorms seems to occur, it is found that exceedingly 
,,111all changes in temperature or pressure, or both, may 
(',HI e enormous changes in reaction rates and in the 
outward reaction manifestations of the same homo-
geneous gaseous mixture. 
The present study, being concerned with the effect 
of pre ure on the rate of propagation of the normal 
burning reaction zone, will naturally extend to a con-
sideration of the pressure-temperature conditions more 
favorable to the inception of the explosive wave than 
to a continuance of the normal burning form. 
It was particularly pointed out for the simplest case 
of the reaction under constant volume conditions-a 
sphere ·with central ignition-that the pressure-tem-
peratm'e conditions rapidly produced in the finallayel' 
of unburned gases at the walls of the spherical bomb 
\\"ere more favorable to the development of the ex-
plo ive wave than the conditions existing at any other 
interval during the normal burning reaction process. 
[t i evident that this final maximum pressure-tem-
perature condition lllay be controlled in tbe pherical 
glass ontainer over a wide range. This may be 
crrected by a control of initial pressure and mi.'{ture 
ratio of the explosive gases employed. This method 
was followed in securing the time-displacement figure 
of the normal burning reaction zone shown in Figure 
G. Starting at atmo pheric pre sure and temperature 
and with a mixture ratio of [gIl that would j II t support 
a normal burning zone, successive mixture ratios of 
higher and higher volume potential, gradually ap-
proaching the maximum equivalent proportion, were 
used. The figures so secured were all convex and re-
sembled in every way Figure 6, except in rate of dis-
placement of the zone; this increa ed with increasing 
volume potentIal of the mixture ratio. This procedure 
was followed untit" a mixture ratio was reached when, 
at the close of the reaction, the gla sphere was finely 
shattered. It broke apart, however, in rather large 
piece that were not projected far from the po ition of 
the sphere. "As soon as the compression of the 
unburned layer becomes so great that elf-ignition 
I follows, tbe resulting extraordinarily powerful com-
pression wave is propagated with very great velocity 
and with simultaneou ignition, i. e., we have the 
spontaneous development of the explosive wave. 
Berthelot * * * showed that its rate of propa-
gation wa independent of pres ure, of the diameter of 
the tube w11ich contain d the explosive mixture, and 
of the material from which the tube was made, and 
hence that it repre entcd a constant characteristic for 
each mixture, the determination of which was of great 
intere t." The original explosive gases at a pressm·e 
of one atmo phere fiU t be compre sed to a degree 1,0 
produce elf-ignition, and "as the heat developed on 
explosion causes a fUTther rise in temperature of about 
2,000° to 3,000°, that is to say, an increase in absolute 
temperature to about four time the original value; 
we are concerned with pressUl"es considerably above 
100 atmosphere. I ot only the magnitude of this 
pre sure, but also the fact that it is produced 0 
suddenly, causes the extraordinary destructive force 
which distinguishes the explosive wave from that of 
normal burning." (Reference 13, p. 7 7.) 
By the method followed with the tran parent spheri-
cal bomb, the pressUl"e-temperature conditions result-
ing in the formation of the explosive wave are gradually 
approached and arc first developed at the close of the 
normal burning reaction in the layer of highly COffi-
pres cd gases at the surface of the sphere. By follow-
ing tbis method, the reaction process extend only to 
the formation of the wave; it does not include its ub-
eq uent propagation, since Lhe reaction is completed 
with its formation. The time-displacement figure of 
the reaction zone from ignition up to the in tant Lhe 
explosive wave i formed resembles in every way 
Figure 6. In thi particular case where the gla s bom b 
failed to withstand the shock of the wave's [ormation, 
the rate of displacement of the normal bUl"ning reac-
tion zone was only about cm/s at the in tant Lhe 
explo ive wave wa formed. The rate of propagation 
of the explosive wave reaction characteristic of this 
[. 1 [0.50 CO). I 0 / (ll f lie [0.50 O
2
]' IS It )out 100,0 0 Clll S C erence 10, p. 
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6.53; also . A. C. A. Technical Memorandum J o. 
553, fig. 4), indicating a pres Ul'e within the wave of 
nearly 50 atmospheres-almo t in tantly impre sed 
(Reference 9, p. 337; also N..r\.. . A. Technical 
:"Iemorandum No. 505, p. 27), but ince th.e gas ous 
mas involved in thi rapid pre ure increase was mall 
a compared with the mass of the glass containcr's 
wall, its principal effect was to shatter the gla s, not 
propel it. The mean prcssure within the bomb did not 
reach 7 atmospheres. 
Thc shattering of a glas container can not be oHefed 
as a criterion of an ex"})lo ive wave reaction. Its 
criterion i the constant rate of propagation main-
Lained indcflnitely in a given homogenous gaseou 
. Al d f . t' [0.40 0] t l. mIxture. rea y 01' a mixturc ra '1O [O.GO O
2
] L1C 
reaction had become markedly violent at its clo e, 
buL Lhe' gln. s sphcre of l.5 mm thick Pyrex gill. ,a 
noL bl' ken, neithcr did it brcak for thc mixturc ratio 
{. '11 l' I . . . ·1 [0.45 CO] I t 't [. 'J 1 t o l:'Ll ug leI poLcntla [0.55 0-;]' )U ' 1 . al ec 0 
withs tand the impact from the wave formed by the 
[fO~500 O~J mixture. Wendlandt (Reference 10, p. 653; 
a1 . A. C. A. Techn.ical ~[cmorandum I O . 553, 
p. 21) estimate the limiLing mixture ratio of CO, O2 
that i capfLble of u taining a qua i- tationary ex-
plo ivc wave as about [0.39 OJ \ rendlandt's [0.61 02f 
method, which will be refcrred to later on, approaches 
Llli limiting mixture ratio from thc explo ive wavc 
reacLion. By the method de cribed, making u e of th e 
spherical glass bomb, the limiting mixtw'e ratio valuc 
i fLpproached from the normal burning reaction. By 
('[lch method the ame borderland i indic ted. 
The ineepLion of the explo ive wave thnt ha jus t 
been de cl'ibed for the glass container of con. tant \'01-
ume i the usual way by which the wave has been 
produced and studied . It i al 0 the usual mode of 
it objectionable formation in indu trial uses of the 
gaseous explosive reaction as a SOUl't;e of power. The 
preliminary normal burning tage of th reaction i 
not, however, a nece sary condition to it formation; 
that method serve only a a mean to brino- abou t the 
requi ite pressure-temperature condition on which 
it formation and maintenance depend; any other 
means of producing a like quick and inten e compres-
sion in the active ga e that will upport an explo ive 
wave will erve as well. (R eference 10, p. 641; also 
J. A. C. A. Technical Memorandum No. 553, p . 611..) 
Thc normal burning zone doe not develop peed with 
in l' a ing pre surc (concentration) of the u,ctive ga e 
to become gradually the explo iv wave. The transi-
tion from normal burning to the explosive wave i very 
abrupt, so mIlch so fL to sugg('st eli conLinuity in the 
mode by which the rcaction proceeds in Lhe ga COliS 
sy lcm. It i explained that Lhe normal b1ll'ning zone 
is propagated by heat conduction-fL low proces , and 
that the propagation of the explo ive wave depends 
on the dynamic properties of the gaseou fluid-its 
degree of compre ion, temperature, and rate of prop-
agation within the ga es being related. (Reference 9, 
p. 336 and p. 350 j al 0 J. A. . A. Technical Memo-
randums 0.505, p. 25, and 0.506, p. 4; and Refer-
ence 10, p. 235 and p. 243; also . A. C. A. Technical 
Memorandum 0.554, p. 13 and p. 24.) "Molecular 
theoretical con icierations, such as tho e by which 
Berthelot and Dixon ex"})lained the phenomena 01 the 
explosive wave seem as unneee sary in this case a 
they are for the treatment of aeoustic." (Refer-
ence 13, p. 7 .) The annly is 01 the explosive wave 
ba ed on the dynamics 01 the gaseous fluid and the 
heat 01 reaction Q, correspondi.ng to the stoi.chiometric 
equation for the readion, gives re ult that are in close 
agreement with ohservation. In the cour e of his 
analysi Jouguet (Reference 6) calculnted omc 20 
difl'ercnL detonating mixture; hi I'e ults agree excel-
lently wiLh ob erved vallie. Th tfLble given below 
is taken from the work of Crus ard. (Reference 7. ) 
It will illu trate n1so Lhe agreement between the values 
calculated for the normal ex-plo ive wave antI it. 
yeloeiLy a ob, ('L'v('cl by Dixon ancl by Le ChaLeliel'. 
.\'or illal ex 71{o~ive wave 
Composition of c~ plo:)i\"l!- mi\ lurt.' T Utu 
Calculalcd I O\)st' rv"c1 
,'clocily \"(' Io" ity 
mls 111 Is 
2. SnG :3. fi21i 1 3. 530 
2. 091; 1.79' 1 1.822 
2. b9n I. hI)2 1 1. 707 
3, 050 2. li7 1 2, 5 
3,570 2. 139 '2. 16(; 1 
3, 560 1. 8,\8 ' I, 50 
I Di X"on. :I Lc (' hutelicr. 
P(' r (' 'ut 
difTt\Tl'Ul'l\ 
A curve howing the observed velocity of propaga-
tion of the normal explo ive wave for all mixture ratio 
of a given fuel and oxygen- say of CO anel 0 2-(RefeJ'-
ence 10, fig. 4) that will support this form of reaction, 
1'e embles in ev ry way, except in magnitude of peed, 
the corresponding normal burning velocity curve 
drawn for the arne gaseous mixture ratios (fig. 3, thi 
report). In both these cases maximum veloc.ity eorre-
, pond to equivalent proportions of fuel and oxygen. 
]n all eases, however, the limit or horderland between 
the different forms of the same reaction still remains 
ob cure. The dynamical theory ju t referred to, rep-
1'e ented by Becker's ]]gure 8, seems able to determine 
in any pos ible case the conditions under which the' 
wave once formed will remain indefinitely qua. i-sta-
tionary in the gaseoll mixture; thali theory will predi t 
al 0 its velocity of propao-ation. Beckel" anal)T~is 
would likewise suggest a possible relation beliween th 
rate 01 propagation of the normal burninG' zone and the 
pJ'opagation of fL normal explosive wave in the UJl1(, 
gil eOllS mixt.llI'c. Ili analy is, hO'wever, how dis-
continuiLy between Lhese Lwo gro form of Lhe l'eac-
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tion. Observation abundantly supports trus theoretical 
result. 
The mixture ratio of the explosive gases [6';], i at 
least one of the factors determining in any case pos-
ible explosive wave conditions. There are evidently 
other important factors. In attempting to determine 
that mixture ratio of [~~J that would just support an 
explosive wave, Wendlandt (Re:ference 10) made use 
of an ingenious and highly instructive method: The 
explosive gaseous mixtme was held in a long glass 
Lube. An intense impact wave of constant value was 
transmitted to one end of this tube. The introduc-
tion of the wave caused ignition of the gases and the 
propagation within them of a like compressional wav . 
The constant impact wave u ed to produce ignition 
and an explosive wave in the CO, O2 mixture was that 
corresponding to the 2H2 + O2 ~ explosive wave. This 
initial impulse soon after entering the CO, O2 mixture 
becomes the constant explo ive wave characteristic 
of the gaseous mixture in the tube. Its velocity of 
propagation was then measured. The potential energy 
of the succeeding CO, O2 mixtures used wa gradually 
reduced and the velocity of the waves measured. 
Their velocity and pressure decreased. Finally a 
mixture ratio of these two gases was reached that 
failed to support a quasi-stationary wave. Its pres-
ure, corresponding temperatUTe, and velocity rapidly 
fell off till the normal sound wave in the gases was 
reached. During this pressure-temperature-velocity 
decrease a condition was reached where the tempera-
ture of compression failed to ignite the gases and the 
flame went out, although the mixture ratio used would 
till support a vigorous zone of normal burning if 
ignited in the usual way. 
Viewing the inception of the explosive wave the 
other way around, that is, by gradually arriving at that 
mixture ratio of CO, O2 in which the requisite pressure-
temperature conditions nece sary to its development 
are produced by the normal burning reaction at con-
stant volume, it seem probable that the inception of 
the wave with its accompanying flame i in trus case 
also unrelated to the flame of the normal burning 
zone-ignition by compression originating in the 
unburned gase at some other point than at the normal 
burning flame front. Dixon (Reference 25, p. 8; 
. A. C. A. Technical Memorandums Nos. 547 and 
548) has observed that when ignition is induced in an 
explosive gaseous mixture by quick compres ion, the 
pr'SSlll"e and temperat,ure distribution within the gases 
is not at once uniform; probably also, the mixture i 
never quite homogeneous; at any rate ignition take 
place in the gases not simultaneously throughout 
the gaseous ma s a might be expected, but first 
appears at some sharply localized point. This fact 
would seem to account well for what has often been 
considered, without much warrant, an abnormal stage 
in the reaction process of gaseous explosions: It is 
noticed in time-pressure figures of gaseous explosive 
reactions induced by compression, that the time-
pressure trace rises quickly till ignition occur. The 
volume remaining constant after this instant, it is 
noticed that the pre sure drops rapidly at first, then 
more slowly till it becomes constant. From this 
po ition of constant pressure on until the end o:f the 
reaction, the form of the time-pressure trace corre-
sponds to Pier's time-pressure curve for ignition orig-
inating at a point. It is suggested that the following 
may have taken place: A quick rise of temperature 
nearly to the point of ignition has affected all of the 
gases following the initial compression imposed, and 
ignition has occurred at some point within the gases. 
The heat of compression is rapidly withdrawn by the 
extensive, relatively cool surface of the bomb, while 
the small surface of the expanding reaction zone that 
originated at the localized area of ignition, noticed 
by Dixon, does not up ply heat (of reaction) at first 
as rapidly as the heat of compression is lost at the much 
larger surface of the bomb. But as the effective 
surface of the reaction zone increases, and the heat 
losses at the surface of the bomb decrease, there will 
arrive a time interval during the process when the loss 
and gain of heat are equal and while the pressure, for 
a short interval, remains constant. After this con-
dition is reached, the progress of the reaction and its 
time-pressure curve follows the normal order given by 
Pier's figure for the reaction. 
Although the explosive wave, once started, is found 
to be independent of container, the inception of the 
wavein agaseou system is very dependent on container 
form and on the position of the ignition. This is because 
these two structural factors so largely determine the 
local mass movements of the gases and in conse-
quence the objectionable local temperature-pressure 
conditions most liable to result in the formation of an 
explosive wave. The recognition of the importance 
of container de ign and ignition position in confining 
the reaction to its normal burning form, ha resulted 
not only in marked improvement in attaining the end 
sought, it has resulted also in the possibility, through 
tructural design alone, of influencing to advantage 
the rate of molecular transformation and period of a 
given gaseous charge. This it has mainly accomplished 
by controlling the effective area of the reaction zone 
during the course of the tran formation and pressure 
rise. All of these mechanical devices for confining 
the reaction to its normal burning form, refer to the 
mechanics of the engine's fluid; the viewpoint of the 
problem is the same as that underlying the mechanical 
analysis of the explosive wave. Over and above their 
great value in the line of industrial and theoretical 
development, the advance made in this direction has 
also resulted in a growing appreciation of the impor-
tance of further knowledge of the reaction's charac-
teristics that should unite more closely the mechanics 
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of the engine's fluid with the fundamental principles 
underlying its molecular transformation; for in any 
practical application of the reaction as a source of 
power, these two phases of the problem must continue 
to go hand in hand. (Reference 8, p. 23; also Re£er-
once 27, pp. 384,457, etc.) 
The technical problem of confining the explosive 
reaction to its normal burning form in which .it is alone 
applicable a a source of power in the engine has been 
approached also from the standpoint of the character-
istics of the fuel's molecular (energy) transformation. 
The problem from tlus standpoint is one of fitting the 
characteristi.cs of the fuel to the reaction conditions 
imposed by the working engine. This most funda-
mental phase of the problem arises not only as a 
natural consequence in the development of empi.Tical 
progress made, it is quite a much the result of technical 
and theoretical advance already made and extensively 
applied in the industrial production of synthetic 
products, including possible fuels. The influence of 
this lughly developed industry on the allied industry 
of refining natural products has already led to com-
mercialized blends and antiknock preparations de-
signed to confine the explosive reaction to its normal 
burning form. The line of development just men-
tioned rests on the well-established laws of chemical 
equilibria and would find it of incalculable value if 
as reliable and well-established set of principles and 
laws were available also in the field of chemical kinetics. 
The development of the steam engine and the for-
mulation of the thermodynamic laws went hand in 
hand. It seems probable that the development of the 
internal-combust.ion engine and the formulation of 
basic kinetic principles will follow a like course. " The 
problem of reaction velocity is probably nearer the 
heart of most chemists" (certainly of most auto-
motive engineers) "than anything else in their whole 
range of activity. Rates of reaction are the factor 
that determine yields and costs, and possibilities and 
their theory must eventually succumb to scientifLC 
treatment." (Reference 16, p . 323.) 
At the beginning of this note it was mentioned that 
since the final (equilibrium) result for the same inital 
and end conditions of a given transformation is thc 
arne by whatever form of reaction process it is reached, 
some theory and Jormal mechanism seems called for 
that shall repre ent the transformation in all cases, 
and at the same time account for the incepti.on and 
termination of the conditions on which its various 
distinct and characteristic forms of reaction depend. 
Recently (Reference 11, p. 864) this possibility has 
been attributed to the kinetic theory of chain reaction . 
3. Super-Charging.- The Con tant Pressure Bomb 
(as well as its complement, the spherical bomb of 
Constant Volume with central ignition), closely 
approaches an ideal experimental working engine; it 
heat and friction los es are reduced to a minimum and 
the engine's working fluid is expelled at initial pres ure. 
The work done by it in its short reaction period i 
measW'ed by the expan ion of the charge against th(' 
sUlTolmdiug pressure pi, 
W=Pi 0 (1·/3_r3) 
and for unit charge, 
!f = Pi 0 (::3 -1 )-
By the constant-pressme method that has been de-
scribed, it was found that the factor (~3 -1) wa 
independent of pressure; that is, the work done by 
unit volume charge of the ga eous fuel is proportional 
to its pressW'e P ,. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Designa- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation symbol bol direction tion bol nent along Angular bol tion axis) 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling ______ L y----Z r01L _____ 4> u p 
LateraL _______ y y pitching ____ M Z----X pitch ___ __ e v q 
NormaL ______ Z Z yawing _____ N X----y yaw _____ 'It w r 
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript. ) 
L M 
GL = qbS OJf= qcS 
D, Diameter. 
Pe, Effective pitch. 
Po, Mean geometric pitch. 
p., Standard pitch. 
PI)' Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If It coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
1/, Efficiency = T V/P. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute, r. p. m. 
4>, Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2;:') 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 Ib./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 lb. =0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. =1609.35 m=5280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808333 ft . 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s=2.23693 mi./hr. 

